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Abstract—AirTags are the first standalone devices that support
Apple’s Find My network. Besides being a low-cost item finder,
they provide an exciting research platform into Apple’s ecosystem
security and privacy aspects. Each AirTag device contains a
Nordic nRF52832 chip for Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and
Near Field Communication (NFC) connectivity, as well as Apple’s
U1 chip for Ultra-wideband (UWB) fine ranging. In this paper,
we analyze the AirTag hardware and firmware in detail and
present attacks that also affect the whole AirTag ecosystem.
After performing a voltage glitching attack on the nRF chip,
we extract and reverse engineer the main firmware. We add
firmware functionality, change capabilities, and demonstrate
cloning AirTags. Moreover, we analyze the protocol used between
iPhones and AirTags, unlocking undocumented commands. These
commands enable limited firmware instrumentation over-theair on unmodified AirTag hardware, including playing sound
sequences and downgrading the nRF and U1 firmware.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Apple’s Find My network enables users to locate lost
devices while disconnected from the Internet [1]. Initially,
this network was only relevant to owners of Apple’s mobile
devices, such as iPhones, iPads, Watches, or MacBooks.
However, almost two years after the Find My release in 2019,
Apple added AirTags [2], which are usable as finders for
wallets, bikes, and other items. Any nearby Apple device with
an Internet connection and precise Global Positioning System
(GPS) coordinates reports the item’s location, making Find My
the offline finding network with the highest sensor density.
AirTags allow research into security and privacy aspects
of the overall Apple ecosystem, with a particular emphasis
on wireless communication and sensing aspects. As of early
2022, they are the cheapest Apple computing device sold
for as little as USD 30. The main points of interest for
research are integration into the Find My network [1] and
their use of Apple’s proprietary UWB chip designated U1 [3].
General concepts of the AirTag integration also apply to other
Apple accessories. For example, AirPod firmware updates
work similarly to the AirTag’s, and AirTag U1 firmware
updates are similar to the iPhone’s. Thus, despite its focus on
AirTags, this paper describes previously undocumented parts
of Apple’s proprietary ecosystem.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to analyze
AirTag hardware and firmware in depth. We made some of
our results available in advance to the community to enable
external research [3], [4], [5]. This paper presents these results

in detail and adds new information. Our main contributions are
as follows:
• We demonstrate that voltage glitching the nRF chip for
firmware extraction is possible with a low-cost setup,
• we reverse-engineer the extracted nRF firmware in detail,
• we modify parts of the nRF firmware for different applications, such as cloning AirTags or changing the NFC
contact information,
• we reverse-engineer the wireless protocol between
AirTags and iPhones, and
• we demonstrate over-the-air firmware downgrades.
AirTags will remain accessible as a research platform independently of firmware patches since voltage glitching is a
hardware vulnerability. Thus, our work forms a basis for future
projects. We release our tools for glitching1 and interacting
with AirTags over-the-air2 to enable follow-up research.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We
explain the basic working of Apple’s Find My network, AirTag
integration, and UWB in Section II. Based on this knowledge,
we introduce a threat model in Section III. Then, we explore
the AirTag’s hardware, glitch the nRF, and modify its firmware
in Section IV. Furthermore, we analyze the BLE protocol
to send custom commands to AirTags, including firmware
downgrades in Section V. Finally, we discuss related work
in Section VI and conclude in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Find My Protocol
Find My is Apple’s offline finding network, enabling potentially lost devices without an Internet connection to report
accurate locations to their owners. Offline devices send BLE
advertisements. Once an online device of the Apple ecosystem
observes such an advertisement, it reports it along with its
own GPS position to Apple’s servers. The legitimate owner
can query for such reports.
Apple’s implementation aims to ensure privacy and
anonymity by design [6]. In addition to Apple’s claims of these
properties, Find My has been reverse-engineered, revealing
the underlying cryptographic primitives and implementation
details [1]. The amount of advertisements is minimized by
only broadcasting while the AirTag is disconnected from the
1 https://github.com/stacksmashing/airtag-glitcher
2 https://github.com/seemoo-lab/airtag

owner’s iPhone. Advertisements contain a rotating public key,
preventing long-term linkage to the owner. Public keys rotate
in a predefined sequence, derived from a device-specific master
beacon key only known to the owner. A reporting device
encrypts its current location with the public key but does not
include its identity. Therefore, Apple cannot observe reported
locations, only the legitimate owner can search and decrypt
reports, and the reporting device does not reveal its identity
to the owner. This protocol design is different from other
proprietary offline finding networks, where the server knows
all locations and can reveal locations of all tracked devices to
attackers through a vulnerability or coercion [7], [8].
B. Find My Hardware and Ecosystem Requirements
Standalone trackers are based on GPS and require a cellular
connection for location reports. Thus, the underlying hardware
is complex and expensive, and its battery life is limited. In
contrast, BLE devices powered by a coin-cell type battery may
run up to a year. These advantages motivated various other
vendors to implement similar BLE-based offline finding networks much prior to Apple [7]. Previous solutions require all
participating users to install and continuously run an app, and
often, devices cannot be located because no actively reporting
device is within BLE range. This is further restricted by limits
imposed by the mobile operating system and increased device
battery usage. Since Apple enrolls all iPhones to Find My by
default, the network of observing and reporting devices is very
dense and accurate compared to previous solutions [1].
For vendors lacking Apple’s market share and homogenous
software landscape implementing a location reporting system
with similar capabilities to Find My is very difficult. Apple
collaborates with third-party Bluetooth device manufacturers
to integrate further certified items into the Find My network,
such as e-bikes, headphones, and item finders [9]. Based on
the reverse-engineering efforts on Find My, the open-source
project OpenHaystack enables everyone to build third-party
item finders [10]. This project runs on low-cost BLE hardware,
such as the nRF51, ESP32, and Raspberry Pi.
C. AirTag Hardware Components
The main chips on the AirTag’s Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
are depicted in Figure 1. Understanding their functionality
is important to follow the remainder of this paper, including
security assumptions and reverse engineering tasks.
The nRF52832 chip runs the main firmware application. It
supports wireless connectivity with BLE and NFC. BLE is
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Fig. 1: AirTag main component and storage overview.

needed for the Find My network and communication with the
owner’s iPhone, while NFC holds a link to contact the AirTag’s
owner. The nRF has an internal flash memory with readout
protection, called Access Port Protection (APPROTECT) [11].
This protects the configuration information, such as each
AirTag’s unique serial number and common keys used to
verify over-the-air updates. The firmware in the internal flash
is not secret and is part of public update files.
A separate chip, the U1, handles UWB. It supports fine
ranging on the iPhone 11 and higher, showing the precise
distance and direction of a nearby AirTag. Most of the time,
U1 is inactive. It regularly wakes up for key management
and is enabled during ranging. Compared to U1 chips in
the iPhone, the AirTag U1 chip comes in a smaller package
with a minimal radio front-end. It only has one transmit and
one receive antenna, while the iPhone version has multiple
antennas used for direction finding.
The nRF and the U1 chip connect to a separate Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI) flash for storing and reading data.
As previously documented, the SPI flash debug pins allow
reading its contents [12]. It stores two signed copies of the
U1 firmware. Since the U1 bootloader checks the signatures,
firmware modified in the SPI flash will not boot. During
updates, the nRF firmware is also stored on the SPI flash.
However, the nRF boots from internal flash storage.
Furthermore, the nRF connects to various other components,
such as an accelerometer and a minimal speaker.
III. T HREAT M ODEL
Apple did not publish a threat model for AirTags. The
AirTag hardware and firmware design and their integration into
Apple’s ecosystem still allow us to deduce underlying security
assumptions. Apple’s threat model likely underestimated some
attacks, especially stalking, since they improved protections
with subsequent updates [13], [14]. In the following, we
describe the attacker’s capabilities (Section III-A) and potential threats (Section III-B). Even though we are the first to
modify the AirTag’s firmware through hardware access, there
are known vulnerabilities in the Find My ecosystem and less
sophisticated hardware attacks (Section III-C).
A. Attacker Capabilities
We consider two types of attackers. An attacker with physical access can modify the hardware, e.g., solder wires onto
the AirTag’s PCB, detach or replace components, or steal an
AirTag. Physical access might damage the AirTag’s hardware
or leave other unwanted traces. Hardware and firmware tampering is often considered out of scope for item trackers [15].
Thus, we also consider an over-the-air attacker within physical
proximity, only accessing the AirTag via BLE, NFC, or UWB.
We focus on attacks specific to AirTags. The Find My
network, including its security, sending valid advertisements,
and conditions that violate tracking detection, have been
extensively studied [1], [10], [16], [17].

B. Threats and Mitigations
Stalking: The Find My protocol ensures that only an
AirTag’s legitimate owner can access its location information.
Since the AirTag’s master beacon key is synchronized via the
owner’s iCloud account, they can see the AirTag’s location
from all their devices.
Restricted location data access does not protect against
unwanted tracking by an attacker who places an AirTag
onto a victim’s item without consent. Apple released various
firmware updates to improve stalking protections on the physical AirTag. The initial stock firmware only played a sound
when the AirTag was away for three days from their owner,
and the first update in June 2021 reduced this time to a random
time window between 8 h and 24 h [14]. This sound plays
immediately when the AirTag moves after standing still for a
while. In February 2022, Apple announced further increasing
the sound level [13].
Stolen Hardware: Once an attacker gains physical access,
they can remove an AirTag’s battery and steal the item attached
to it. Yet, the attacker cannot steal the AirTag. Apple keeps
a record of AirTag serial numbers and associated iCloud
accounts [13]. During initial pairing, the AirTag connects to
an iCloud account. Even after a hard reset [18], the AirTag
can only be paired again to the same iCloud account. The
iCloud user must remove the AirTag from their account to
allow provisioning from another iCloud account, rendering
stolen AirTags useless.
Firmware Readout: Apple does not protect firmware
against readout, i.e., firmware updates are not encrypted. This
is not an AirTag-specific mistake. Most firmware on Apple
devices can simply be extracted from update files. There are
a few exceptions. However, security researchers repeatedly
leaked decryption keys associated with these firmware files.
We assume that Apple gave up on “security by obscurity” to
protect firmware and only applies basic measures like stripping
symbols.
Firmware Modification: Apple protects firmware against
modification. Over-the-air firmware updates are signed and
verified, and only firmware released by Apple should run on
AirTags. On the AirTag, the U1 chip has secure boot [3].
When the firmware on the external SPI flash is modified,
the U1 chip no longer boots. The nRF is secured with
enabling APPROTECT [11], effectively preventing the firmware
from being overwritten by an attacker with physical access.
Additionally, the firmware on the nRF verifies over-the-air
firmware updates before copying them into the internal flash.
Identity Modification: Each AirTag has a unique serial
number printed on the casing below the battery holder. This
serial number is exchanged when linking the AirTag to an
iCloud account. Apple also uses it for law enforcement, e.g.,
when a victim discovered an unwanted tracker, Apple can
determine the stalker [13]. Serial number modification could
tamper with such information. Additionally, stolen, iCloudlocked AirTags could be unlocked by changing the serial
number. The nRF flash configuration data holds the AirTag’s

serial number. Hence, the APPROTECT feature also prevents
identity modification.
Identity Extraction: The Find My protocol ensures longterm unlinkability between BLE advertisements. To this end,
the master beacon key needs to be protected. An attacker
that gains access to the master beacon key of an AirTag
can calculate past and future advertisement contents. This
leaks an AirTag’s identity while the attacker is in over-theair proximity, and allows access to locations reported to
Apple while the AirTag is out of the owner’s range. Again,
APPROTECT prevents identity extraction.
Outdated Firmware: Firmware updates increase AirTag
security, e.g., by improving stalking protections. Updates can
also patch Remote Code Execution (RCE) vulnerabilities
accessible to an over-the-air attacker. Thus, keeping an AirTag
updated is essential.
While the AirTag is connected to its owner’s iPhone, the
iPhone regularly attempts to update firmware on the AirTag.
The AirTag silently updates in the background without indicating this to the owner, and the owner cannot stop this process.
Thus, in contrast to other updates within Apple’s ecosystem,
AirTag firmware updates are enforced without prompting the
user.
C. Known Attacks
1) Stalking Protection Bypasses: AirTags were built as item
finders. The dense Find My network enables tracking of moving objects, including pets and humans. Thus, they can also
stalk people—either by (i) observing Find My advertisements
and linking them to each other or by (ii) attaching a hidden
AirTag to their clothes, bicycle, or car.
The Find My protocol protects against (i) by rotating the
public key in the advertisements. The advertisement rotation
time is fixed and 15 min on iPhones but 24 h on AirTags.
This means that public keys can be linked to each other [17],
significantly reducing privacy on AirTags. However, a stalker
would still need nearby BLE-enabled devices to observe Find
My advertisements on various locations and link them.
Slow public key rotation on AirTags enables a particular
form of stalking protection against (ii). If an iPhone user
moves and an unknown AirTag travels with them over time, a
privacy warning pops up on the user’s iPhone, including the
route of the AirTag [19]. The third-party software AirGuard
also enables such warnings for Android users [16]. Shortly
after the AirGuard release, Apple also provided an official
app for Android users. Interestingly, Apple’s tracking detection
on iOS and Android misses many situations, e.g., AirTags
attached to cars and devices flagged as iPhone [16].
AirTags play a sound when disconnected from the legitimate
owner’s iPhone upon movement [19]. Tracking alerts were
improved with firmware updates [13], [14]. This enables detection if unwillingly attached as in stalking scenario (ii). This
additional anti-stalking feature can be bypassed by disconnecting the speaker, and readily modified AirTags were sold [20].
We assume that disconnected speakers are not only used by
stalkers. Apple advocates AirTags for finding lost items but not

stolen ones. However, an AirTag with a disconnected speaker
also becomes suitable for locating stolen items.
2) Tracking with Other Devices: The Find My protocol
has been reverse-engineered in such detail that it is possible
to build custom AirTags that integrate into Apple’s Find My
network [10]. Such implementations could be manipulated to
use the shorter 15 min rotation time yet bypass anti-stalking.
Even though AirTags are usable for stalking and Find My
implementations could be manipulated, more expensive GPSbased trackers without stalking protections were available and
used long before AirTags.
3) Find My for Data Transfer: The nature of encrypted,
anonymous reports in Find My enables transferring different
data than locations. For example, Find My can transfer arbitrary data from devices that are currently not connected to the
Internet [21].
IV. H ARDWARE A NALYSIS
An initial hardware analysis establishes an understanding of
the AirTag’s components and reveals that the firmware on the
nRF can be modified.
A. Fault Injection Setup

Level
Shifter

SWD Programmer

nRF microcontrollers have a setting called Access Port Protection (APPROTECT). This setting, stored in the configuration
flash of the device, controls the functionality exposed on the
Serial Wire Debug (SWD) debug port [11]. When enabled,
APPROTECT prevents debuggers from performing memory
read operations on the device’s flash, RAM, and peripheral
memory regions. The nRF allows clearing the APPROTECT
setting. However, this causes a chip-erase, purging the entire
flash contents. While the firmware can be extracted from
over-the-air updates (see Section V-D), none were available
when the device launched. Additionally, the nRF flash contains
configuration data required to run the device, which prevents
running the firmware extracted from over-the-air updates as
is. Configuration data access violates most security barriers,
as previously outlined in Section III.
Voltage fault injection—or voltage glitching—is a method
where the power supply of a chip is changed for a very
short period [22]. Depending on the characteristics of the

Fig. 2: Low-cost setup for glitching the nRF on the AirTag.

microcontroller this can cause memory and register contents
to be corrupted or even allow skipping of entire instructions.
The nRF52 family is vulnerable to a voltage-fault injection
attack. This bypasses the APPROTECT setting in the boot ROM,
enabling an SWD debugger to read out the flash contents.
The possibility to glitch application code on the nRF52840
was demonstrated in 2019 by one of the authors of this
paper [23]. Later on, other researchers also showed this,
including the possibility to bypass APPROTECT, which affects
the whole nRF52 family [24], [25]. Their setup is claimed to
be homemade and low-cost [24], but the blog post does not
provide details. We build a low-cost glitching setup based on
the Raspberry Pi Pico, a level shifter, and a MOSFET as shown
in Figure 2. Despite rising costs on the electronics market, this
setup costs less than 5 € in early 2022.
The AirTag power-supply input is directly connected to
the Raspberry Pi by soldering a jumper wire to the battery
terminals of the AirTag and connecting it to one of the
General Purpose Input Outputs (GPIOs) of the Raspberry
Pi. The nRF Voltage Common Collector (VCC) is connected
to the Raspberry Pi’s GPIO ports to detect when exactly in
the power-up sequence the nRF is powered on. As the nRF
microcontroller operates at 1.8 V, a level-shifter brings this
voltage to the 3.3 V levels expected by the Raspberry Pi. To
directly affect the nRF CPU core with the fault injection attack,
the drain pin of an N-Channel MOSFET is connected to the
external bypass capacitor of the nRF core voltage regulator.
As shown in Figure 2, this is already exposed as debug pin on
the AirTag’s PCB, and no modification of existing capacitors
is required. The gate of the MOSFET is controlled by one of
the Raspberry Pi’s GPIOs, while the source is connected to a
common ground established between both devices.
When the attack was successful, this shows on the SWD
debug port. An SWD programming adapter is connected to the
nRF SWD pins. SWD pins are also exposed as test pads on the
PCB. Our setup is based on a Segger J-Link, but cheaper SWD
programmers are available, e.g., also a separate Raspberry Pi
Pico supports SWD via GPIOs [26].
B. Performing the Fault Injection Attack
To perform the attack, firmware for the Raspberry Pi Pico
was developed:3
1) The firmware receives a delay as well as a glitch pulse
length via USB and then provides power to the AirTag.
2) The firmware then waits for the nRF to be turned on by
the discrete power-up sequence on the AirTag, which
is indicated by the GPIO connected to the level-shifter
going to high.
3) Once this occurs, a delay counter starts waiting for the
delay received via USB, and then performs the glitch
pulse.
3 The source code is available on https://github.com/stacksmashing/airtagglitcher, see AirTag Glitcher.ipynb for controlling the glitcher’s delay
and pulse width, and main.c for translating glitching commands to pulses
on the Pico’s GPIOs connected to the AirTag PCB.

4) The computer controlling the setup then attempts to use
the SWD debug probe to perform a flash readout. If this
succeeds, the attack is successful. Otherwise, the same
procedure is restarted.
With this setup, approximately 10 attempts can be performed per second. After an average of approximately 2000
attempts, the attack succeeds, and the firmware of the AirTag
can be read out. It is notable that the glitch is still very stable,
even though there is a lot of timing variance introduced by the
various components. Attacking a new AirTag takes roughly
3.5 min.
C. Reprogramming the nRF
We run different experiments with modified firmware and
configuration data, each clarifying different aspects of the
integrity and authenticity protections implemented on the
AirTag. nRF flash modification is possible after bypassing
APPROTECT . It only protects against readout. Even with
APPROTECT enabled, an nRF flash can be overwritten with a
free erase to unlock procedure. Nonetheless, APPROTECT must
be bypassed once with glitching on every AirTag to restore
the individual configuration data required to function within
Apple’s ecosystem.
1) NFC URLs: When an NFC reader scans an AirTag,
it sends a URL leading to a site on found.apple.com.
Using a simple strings analysis of the firmware, this URL
can be identified as shown in Figure 3. To determine whether
additional firmware integrity protections are implemented on
the device, the string is replaced with a link to the YouTube
video with the ID dQw4w9WgXcQ. The firmware is then
flashed back to the device. Afterward, the basic functionality
of the AirTag is retained, and it can be located with an iPhone.
The modified URL is opened when using an NFC reader,
confirming that there are no further nRF firmware protections
or checks in place.
found.apple.com/airtag?pid=%04x&b=%02x&pt=%04x&fv=%08x&dg
=%02x&z=%02x
&pi=%s
&bt=%s&sr=%s&bp=%04x
internal error, file radar to (corecrypto | all)

Fig. 3: NFC URL contained as string in the AirTag firmware.
2) Cloning AirTags: To determine whether all information
exchanged during provisioning of the AirTag is contained in
the nRF flash configuration data (and not either in the U1
or the SPI flash), we transfer the flash of one paired AirTag
into another AirTag located 800 km away. When turning on
the remote AirTag, it appeared at the new position, indicating
that all pairing information is contained in the nRF flash. This
shows that iCloud provisioning can be bypassed by reflashing
a previously dumped firmware and violates the threat model
in Section III. Provisioning should prevent re-using a found
AirTag without contacting the legitimate owner.

3) Privacy Warning Bypass: Using the data of the previous
experiment and comparing the flash contents of different
paired AirTags it was possible to identify the unique pairing information. Using this pairing information, we build an AirTag
firmware that regularly switches its identity automatically,
defeating the system integrated into Apple iOS that alarms
the user when an unknown AirTag is detected in proximity
for a long time [17]. Note that this is an intended feature of
the Find My protocol. For example, iPhones using Find My
rotate their public key every 15 min and have a special field
marking them as phone instead of a tracker, also hiding them
in privacy warnings [16].
4) Custom Sounds: We change the soundset of the AirTag
to demonstrate the understanding of the firmware. The AirTag
firmware uses a sequencer system, splitting up sound sequences into multiple short sounds. This is visible when
loading the firmware as raw 16-bit Pulse-Code Modulation
(PCM) audio into a tool such as Audacity, as seen in Figure 4.
Using static analysis, the exact format of the sound sequencer was reverse engineered, and the original sounds were
replaced with custom sounds.

Fig. 4: Sound data area as seen when loaded into Audacity.
5) Accelerometer as Microphone: Accelerometers can be
used as microphones [27]. The AirTag PCB contains an unlabeled accelerometer, likely the Bosch 3-axis Mems gyroscope
BMA288. Using firmware written from scratch and placing
the AirTag in a metal can to improve sound conductance, we
attempt using the integrated accelerometer as a microphone.
We were not able to achieve enough fidelity to recover audio
from the signal reliably, however, other modes of operating
the accelerometer might lead to more success.
V. P ROTOCOL A NALYSIS
Interacting with AirTags over-the-air unlocks features that
are otherwise only accessible after hardware modification.
Prior to our work, the AirTag communication protocol was undocumented. In the following, we first document the protocol
basics, followed by explaining the analysis approach. Then, we
use dynamic instrumentation for sending custom commands
and downgrading firmware.
A. BLE Protocol Basics
The Bluetooth specification defines a collection of protocols
on all layers [28]. On the physical layer, two different variants
exist, with BLE being optimized towards energy consumption
and being present in most IoT devices. In contrast to other
wireless standards, the Bluetooth specification defines further

protocols up to the application layer, including various options
for vendor-specific extensions. The Logical Link Control and
Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP) transfers data on top of the
physical layer. While it is possible to transfer raw data
via L2CAP, GATT is another protocol defined on top and
supported by most IoT devices. GATT follows the notion of
implementing services, and within a service, a remote device
can read and write attributes or subscribe to receive value
notifications. Attributes can be public or protected, making
them only available to paired devices.
B. Protocol on AirTags
AirTags use various GATT services and a custom protocol
on top of raw L2CAP.
1) GATT for Data Transfer: The essential GATT services
on AirTags enable data transfer. Attributes are written and
acknowledged, following the GATT specification.
After the initial Bluetooth pairing process, AirTags are
provisioned to an iCloud account. For this purpose, Apple
signs a certificate sent to the AirTag. The provisioning process
is based on a GATT service, as shown in Figure 5a. Once
an AirTag is provisioned, it is bound to the owner’s iCloud
account.
Firmware updates also use GATT for data transfer. The
firmware update is split into small chunks, and after each write,
data reception is acknowledged. A detailed description of the
firmware update process follows in Section V-D.
The GATT service additionally exposes a few commands.
One of these is the unauthorized sound command, which
everyone can play on a nearby AirTag that is currently not
connected to its owner’s iPhone. Lost AirTags and unwanted
tracking can be detected with the unauthorized sound.
2) Custom L2CAP Commands: The raw L2CAP protocol
for AirTags implements commands, as shown in Figure 5b.
Each command has a one-byte opcode followed by a payload.
If a command was received successfully, it is acknowledged.

Some commands require a mutex. Mutexes are also implemented as a command, set before the command requiring a
mutex and released afterward.
For example, playing a sound on the AirTag requires the
following steps. First, a mutex is set by the iPhone and acknowledged by the AirTag. Then, a sound sequence command
is sent to the AirTag, which selects from predefined sound
samples within the firmware previously shown in Figure 4.
Each sound section consists of 4 bytes: sound index, number
of repetitions, offset within sound sample, and pause until next
sound. Multiple sounds can be chained within the payload
of one command. After transmission, the sound sequence
is acknowledged. While the sound is playing, the AirTag
regularly sends a status to the iPhone. Finally, the mutex is
released.
C. Interpreting and Sending Commands
1) Analyzing a Proprietary Bluetooth Protocol on Apple
Devices: Generic approaches for BLE protocol analysis are
sniffing packets over-the-air or on one of the communicating
devices. Over-the-air sniffing requires certain preconditions
to break encryption and is supported by btlejack [29].
However, btlejack cannot break encryption for all pairing
modes and often misses packets. Local sniffing on iOS works
after installing a Bluetooth debug profile on the iPhone and
attaching it to Apple’s PacketLogger [30]. PacketLogger has
the advantage that it never misses an over-the-air packet. It
intercepts packets before encryption and after decryption. We
use local sniffing to observe iPhone–AirTag communication,
containing all L2CAP and GATT packets. However, sniffing
does not reveal the semantics of these packets.
Another approach is analyzing the protocol’s implementation within iOS or the AirTag. Static analysis can provide
a complete picture of the protocol, even if only a subset of
implemented packet types is sent over the air. In contrast,
dynamic analysis allows altering and injecting packets within
an existing implementation. In the following, we will use

Establish secure BLE connection
BLE pairing

Command (play sound, etc.)
L2CAP 0x91 [len] [op] [data]

Serial number and tag information
Owner information, signed by Apple

GATT
Read
GATT
Write

Acknowledgment
L2CAP 0x91 [len] 0x00 [op]

Optional replies (currently playing a sound, etc.)
L2CAP 0x91 [len] [op] [data]

(a) Initial AirTag–iCloud provisioning using a Generic Attribute
(GATT) service.

(b) Sending specific commands via Logical Link Control and
Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP).

Fig. 5: AirTag BLE protocol implementation.

static and dynamic analysis on a jailbroken iPhone and static
analysis of the AirTag firmware.
2) Analyzing and Instrumenting AirTags on iOS: iOS implements the AirTag client within the location services daemon, as shown in Figure 6. The location daemon registers
a peripheral handler with the Bluetooth daemon. Afterward,
all packets belonging to an AirTag are forwarded to the
location daemon for processing. The AirTag is internally
called Durian, and as part of the core location framework, it
is implemented within the Objective-C classes starting with
CLDurian. Objective-C includes class and method names
even within binaries because it is interpreted at runtime.
Hence, static analysis tools can reconstruct these, leading to
human-readable pseudo-code.
Static analysis can recover all supported command
opcodes, including their meaning. The Objective-C method
-[CLDurianTask opcodeDescription] shown in
Listing 1 returns opcode names for a command executed
within a task. Since there is no decoder for command
payloads, their meaning remains unknown when only
analyzing iOS. Instead of directly sending commands, the
CLDurian implementation wraps their execution into tasks.
Each task executes a command. Many task implementations
have predefined payloads. For example, the task for playing
a sound defines a fixed byte sequence. Static analysis reveals
valid payload options for many commands.
F RIDA has an Objective-C API, allowing dynamic instrumentation [31]. Hooks set to Objective-C method names work

CBXpcConnection

bluetoothd

locationd
-[CBCentralManager
handleDidReceiveDataFromPeripheral]

Bluetooth Chip

Fig. 6: AirTag implementation as Bluetooth client within the
location services daemon locationd.

irrespective of the binary version, as long as it implements
the hooked methods. This allows writing hooks for AirTags
that work across multiple iOS versions since their introduction
in iOS 14.54 . We can execute existing tasks using dynamic
instrumentation with F RIDA and create our own tasks with
custom commands and payloads. We can request status information, play custom sound sequences, and more. Only setting
hooks within iOS means that specific parts of the protocol are
instrumented. Pairing, provisioning, and establishing connections are implemented within the location daemon and kept
intact.
3) Matching Handlers in the nRF Firmware: The nRF
SoftDevice performs BLE signal processing. The SoftDevice
is a binary firmware blob supplied by Nordic and not meant
to be modified. The nRF SDK provides multiple managers for
BLE shown in Figure 7, which are compiled into the firmware
and call into the SoftDevice via a Supervisor Call (SVC) and
handle interrupt-based events. For example, there is a GATT
and L2CAP manager, a security manager for pairings and keys,
and a peer manager for active connections.
Some protocol details remain unknown because they are
not part of the iOS implementation. For example, the sound
sequence is fixed within an iOS task and interpreted by
the AirTag. After analyzing the implementation within the
AirTag, we know the meaning of the sound sequence payload,
previously explained in Section V-B2. By cross-referencing
the SVC instructions in the AirTag firmware binary with the
nRF SDK, most nRF SDK functions can be identified. This
includes functions for registering GATT characteristics and
event handlers, called observers in the SDK. Wireless communication protocol handlers are identified with this approach.
Cross-referencing the SDK is necessary since the firmware
contains no symbols and only very few strings.
Security
Manager

Peer Manager
Event

SVC

Event

GATT
SVC

Event

L2CAP
SVC

Event

SVC

Soft Device

// Named function due to Objective-C
-[CLDurianTask opcodeDescription](CLDurianTask *self) {
int opcode = -[CLDurianCommand opcode](self->_command, "
opcode");
return DurianOpcodeDescription(opcode);
}

Fig. 7: Relevant Bluetooth layers and their implementation on
nRF devices.

// Unnamed function
CFString* DurianOpcodeDescription(int opcode) {
switch (opcode) {
case 0:
return CFString("Acknowledge");
case 1:
return CFString("Rose Init"); // U1 Ranging
// ... further commands ...
case 220:
return CFString("Stop Unauthorized Sound");
}
}

4) Reconstructing the nRF Firmware State Machine: Using
static analysis, the protocol state machine of the L2CAP
handlers was recovered. This was achieved by manual tracing of the data flow from nRF SDK functions to dispatch
handlers operating on tables of the state machine (Listing 2
and Listing 3). These tables were then parsed, and graphical
representations generated using GraphViz (Figure 8).

Radio

Listing 1: AirTag opcode implementation within locationd.
4 We tested our hooks on iOS 14.5–14.8, but once jailbreaks are available,
the hooks should also work on newer iOS versions.
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struct state_machine_state state_machine_dispatch_table[0xe
state_c
] = {
[0x0] = {
struct state_machine_handlers* handlers = init_state
uint32_t count = 0x3
}
...
[0x8] = {
struct state_machine_handlers* handlers = audio_playing
uint32_t count = 0x9
}
[0x9] = ...
...

Listing 2: State machine dispatch table containing pointers to
the transition tables for each state.
struct state_machine_handlers audio_playing[0x9] =
{
...
[0x6] = {
uint8_t cmd = 0x23
enum statemachine_state next_state_on_success =
enum statemachine_state next_state_on_failure =
void (* handler)(int32_t cmd, char data) =
reply_play_sound_sequence
}
[0x7] = {
uint8_t cmd = 0x24
enum statemachine_state next_state_on_success =
enum statemachine_state next_state_on_failure =
void (* handler)(int32_t cmd, char data) =
audio_playing_boot_snd_fin
}
[0x8] = {
uint8_t cmd = 0x3
enum statemachine_state next_state_on_success =
SAME_STATESTATE0
enum statemachine_state next_state_on_failure =
SAME_STATESTATE0
void (* handler)(int32_t cmd, char data) =
schedule_gap_disconnect_and_start_adv3
}
...

STATEA
STATEA

STATE2
STATE2

Listing 3: State machine transition table for the audio
playing state. For each possible transition, the next states and
corresponding handlers are given.

Apple accessories paired with an iPhone are updated via
iOS. For example, iOS and iPadOS can update AirPods,
3
Apple Pencil,
Smart Keyboard, and more. We analyze AirTag
updates, but other accessory updates follow the same scheme.
Figure 9 shows an overview of the update process.
1) Involved Daemons: Firmware updates require the interplay of multiple daemons with specific tasks. Daemons
UNPAIR
exchange information using Cross-Process Communication
(XPC).
Permissions to open mach ports for exchanging XPC
UNPAIR
messages between daemons are managed by the central launch
daemon [32]. If a required daemon is not yet running, the
launch daemon invokes it.
The firmware update daemon fud is the central component
for updating accessories. It regularly scans for updates. Certain
events can trigger the fud to look for updates. In the case of
AirTags, the searchpartyd keeps track of nearby devices
by observing advertisements. It schedules an update check
to fud directly 5 min after pairing an AirTag, and repeating
every 2.5 h. When the timer expires, fud wakes up and starts
the AirTag-specific plugin DurianUpdaterService. This
plugin requires collaboration with various other daemons to
run the update. It queries searchpartyd if any outdated
AirTag is nearby, uses mobileassetd for downloading and
unpacking the firmware image, queries fud for generating
valid firmware signatures, and interacts with locationd to
send Bluetooth data to the AirTag.
2) Firmware Download and Format: Each accessory has a
predefined firmware update URL5 . The XML contents of the
firmware information file point to the most recent download
link. The update is packed as .zip, containing further files.
Old download links are still available [33], which allows
comparing firmware versions. The initial firmware shipped
on the first AirTags generation was never released as online
update. As of February 2022, almost one year after the initial
AirTag release, only two firmware updates were published.
Update metadata is stored in BuildManifest.plist,
including a deployment limit and checksums of the U1
firmware. Deployment limits are used for testing purposes. For
example, only 1 % of all AirTags receive an update initially.
Subsequent firmware updates with higher deployment limits
contain the same firmware binary but the version number
increases.
The main firmware is stored in DurianFirmware
MobileAsset.bin as Super Binary, an Apple-proprietary
format shown in Figure 10. It contains update section names
and their offsets within the file. An AirTag update consists of
two separate updates for the nRF and the U1 chip. For the nRF,
the boot loader, application, and SoftDevice, as well as their
signatures are contained separately. Identification of the GATT
handlers for the characteristic used for updating (6001, 6003)
and static reverse engineering confirms this. On successful
5 For AirTags, this URL is http://mesu.apple.com/assets/com apple Mobile
Asset MobileAccessoryUpdate DurianFirmware/com apple MobileAsset
MobileAccessoryUpdate DurianFirmware.xml.
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Fig. 9: Firmware update process, which can be manipulated to downgrade firmware. Downgrades to any previously released
nRF and any currently signed U1 firmware version are possible, including combinations.

transfer of the update, firmware signatures are checked using
a P-256 elliptic curve public key using code from Apple’s
CoreCrypto framework.
The U1 firmware is included as a single entry in ftab
format [3], which contains the main U1 application processor
firmware and the digital signal processor firmware.
3) Firmware Downgrade: We instrument the firmware update process for firmware downgrades. Requirements are as
follows:
•
•
•

The AirTag is paired to the attacker (e.g., jailbroken
iPhone),
the nRF firmware version is a valid release by Apple but
can be outdated, and
the U1 firmware version is still signed by Apple.

We will utilize a jailbroken iPhone for the firmware downgrade in the following. Regardless, an attacker could reimplement the full AirTag protocol from scratch instead of instrumenting the existing implementation. In this case, the jailbreak
is no hard requirement. Nonetheless, firmware downgrades
still require that the AirTag is paired with the attacker. The
pairing key is protected by iOS and is likely extractable after
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Fig. 10: Super Binary format, containing all nRF firmware
sections and the U1 firmware.

manually installing a Bluetooth debug profile [30]. Thus, it
is not possible to downgrade firmware on arbitrary AirTags
without consent enforced by user interaction.
During the update, nRF firmware is signature-checked
against a local public key on the AirTag. Creating a signed
firmware is only possible for Apple, assuming that nobody
else knows the according private key for signing AirTag nRF
firmware. Signatures do not expire. Thus, any nRF firmware
for AirTags released by Apple can be flashed over-the-air and
passes validation.
U1 firmware updates also involve checking if the provided
firmware version is still signed by Apple’s Tatsu Signing
Server (TSS). When the U1 chip enters firmware update
mode, it generates a fresh nonce. The firmware update is
personalized to the AirTag’s nonce and its unique Exclusive
Chip Identification (ECID) by the firmware update daemon.
Then, the TSS is asked to sign the U1 firmware. If the
firmware is no longer signed or if the nonce and ECID in the
signature do not match, the update verification fails locally on
the AirTag. The tool tsschecker can take an AirTag build
manifest and check if it is still TSS-signed [34].
Using F RIDA hooks on a jailbroken iPhone, we can instrument the firmware update process to downgrade firmware
as indicated by the red boxes in Figure 9. Removing and
then pairing an AirTag again triggers a firmware update in
5 min. The firmware version reported by the AirTag must
be older than the provided firmware update, which we overwrite with a hook in the SPBeacon Objective-C class that
holds information about observed AirTags. The U1 firmware
downgrade requires replacing the U1 firmware after Super
Binary unpacking by mobileassetd. Between unpacking
and using the U1 firmware, approximately 15 s pass. During
this time window, the U1 firmware can be replaced on the file
system without F RIDA hooks. Then, the U1 checksums cached

in the firmware update daemons are replaced by the checksums
of the older U1 version. Within the location daemon, we can
furthermore replace the nRF firmware sections. It is possible
to mix non-matching nRF and U1 versions. However, if the
nRF–U1 interface changes in future versions, this might softbrick an AirTag.
4) Security Impact: The AirTag firmware has no publicly
known RCE vulnerabilities. If such bugs were reported in the
future, firmware downgrades would allow to execute arbitrary
code on AirTags. To the best of our knowledge, updates
released so far only contain anti-stalking features on the
AirTag but not on the iOS side [13], [14].
Firmware downgrades are nonetheless interesting for research purposes. For example, the behavior of different
firmware versions can be compared, such as anti-stalking
effectiveness or U1 ranging precision.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Find My: The Find My protocol has been reverseengineered and analyzed in detail [1], [17]. An open-source
project implementing the Find My protocol and allowing it
to run on low-cost hardware already exists [10]. In contrast
to modified AirTags, it is a standalone solution without iOS
integration since it does not implement the wireless control
protocol used between iPhones and AirTags. It is also missing
NFC and UWB.
AirTags: As previously shown by one of the authors of
this paper and other researchers, the nRF family is susceptible
to voltage glitching [23], [24], [25]. This helped us with
building a low-cost glitching setup for AirTags. AirTags were
torn down and initially analyzed previously [12]. We use these
findings for debug pins, and similarly dump the SPI flash.
While in lost mode, AirTags provide contact information via
NFC. Phone number sanity checks were missing, leading to
the possibility of hijacking iCloud credentials via XSS [35].
Item Finders: Item finders using a BLE offline finding
network existed long before AirTags. Their underlying protocols were not optimized towards privacy, allowing for various
attacks, including the server side. In the past, vulnerabilities
were found within Tile, Nut, TrackR Bravo, iTrackEasy,
musegear, and Cube Tracker [7], [8]. Thus, multiple protocols
for secure item finders were proposed [7], [15].
nRF and BLE/NFC Security: The nRF chip on the
AirTag implements BLE, NFC, and runs the main AirTag
application. Even though the nRF SDK ships with plenty of
firmware, the only publicly listed Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposure (CVE) entry for Nordic Semiconductor relevant to
nRF chips is the APPROTECT bypass [24]. SweynTooth found
multiple bugs associated with the nRF, but only when using
the Zephyr Bluetooth implementation instead of the original
SoftDevice [36]. Thus, the according CVEs are listed for
Zephyr. The underlying Bluetooth specification has multiple
issues with BLE pairing and session management [37], [38],
[39], [40]. Even though the acronym NFC suggests physical
proximity between communication partners, NFC is prone to
relay attacks [41].

U1 and UWB Security: UWB is a wireless technology
that enables fine and secure ranging. For example, an iPhone
can measure the precise distance and direction of an AirTag.
UWB is also designed to support secure distance measurements in applications like car keys and payments [42], [43].
This technology is rather new and Apple was one of the
early adopters integrating it since the iPhone 11, followed
later by other vendors Samsung, Xiaomi, and Google [3],
[44], [45]. Since this technology is very recent, only a few
analysis tools exist. The basic working principle of Apple’s
UWB and U1 implementation was reverse engineered [3], and
practical distance shortening attacks were demonstrated [46].
Nonetheless, UWB remains a mostly unexplored topic.
VII. C ONCLUSION
AirTags have fundamental implementation issues, such as
being vulnerable to firmware downgrades and using an nRF
chip that is known to be vulnerable to voltage glitching attacks.
These issues are rooted in the underlying hardware and general
software architecture, meaning they cannot be patched without
tremendous effort. Yet, these issues do not pose a huge risk
for end-users. Instead, they enable researchers to instrument
the firmware.
The risk for end-users is negligible compared to other
threads. For example, an open-source solution implementing
Find My on cheap off-the-shelf devices exists, which does
not implement anti-stalking features. Also, more expensive
GPS-based trackers existed before and never had stalking
prevention. Our analysis enables users to understand the risks
associated with AirTags.
We demonstrate the research potential by changing the
behavior of the BLE and NFC functionality. Furthermore, we
can modify internal AirTag behavior such as playing custom
sounds and cloning AirTags. Instrumentation of the iPhone–
AirTag interface enables some of these features without hardware modification.
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